Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

All Together Now Necklace Kit

Contents:
• 75cm tiger tail ( this is enough for 2 lengths,
just in case the first doesn’t succeed)
• 15cm wire
• 23cm large oval link chain
• Toggle and bar
• 4 clamshells (double what is needed to
complete this necklace)
• 12 x 10mm glass pearl beads in cream
• 13 x 3mm freshwater pearl beads
• 10 jump rings
• mother of pearl spike bead
• oval facet shell bead
• Swarovski facetted half coated Crystal AB
bead
• mirror bead
• 6mm platinum pearl
• 1 globe bead
• small almond pearl
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* Please note there are a few spare beads included

1. Cut a 36cm length of tiger tail. Thread one end
through the hole in the clam shell.
Make a knot leaving about a 6cm tail, thread the
end of the ‘tail’ back through the hole and pull so
the knot is tight and in the middle of the clamshell.

6cm tail

Optional: For added security put a small drop of glue on
your knot and leave to dry before closing the clam shell.

Close the clam shell by folding it in half, matching
the eyelets on the top. With your flat nose pliers
give the clam shell a couple of squeezes till it is
firmly closed and covering your knot.

*Please have a look at our YouTube channel for more detailed instructions on how to use tiger tail wire
and pinning a looping beads.

2. Start threading beads onto the tiger tail.
Feed the tiger tail that was folded back through
the clamshell, through first 3 beads and cut.

Carry on threading beads, either all large
pearls followed by small pearl, alternate large
small or in groups of 2-2 or 3-3, up to you!

3. At the end, feed on the second clamshell.
Make a knot and carefully feed down the knot
into the clamshell.
Tip: It’s easiest to make the knot with a nail or
small Allen key and pull it down for accuracy.
You should have a 6cm length left and no slack
before you close the clamshell. Feed the extra
tiger tail back through clamshell, through the
first 3 beads and cut.

You should end up with a finished beaded pearl
section of approx. 24cm after you have used up 6cm
at each end to knot, feedback and trim.

4. Pin and loop the 5 large beads together with
a small pearl at one end.
small pearl

5. Wire wrap the mother of pearl spike bead:
Take a 10 cm length of wire, place through the top of the
mother of pearl spike, bring together just above and pinch to
make a small triangle.
Bend the shorter wire at 90 degrees to the long wire. Wrap the
shorter wire around the long one twice, cut and tuck the end
with your flat nose pliers.

You should now have one long wire, like a needle with a
double coil at the base.

Thread a freshwater pearl onto the wire, bend, loop, make a
double coil between the small freshwater pearl and the loop.

Now carry the wire over the freshwater pearl at a slight angle
to reach the wire below, wrap around twice, cut and tuck the
end.
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6. Attach one side of your oval chain to the pearl
chain with a jump ring.

Attach the bar to the other end of the pearl chain
with a jump ring
Attach the toggle to the end of the chain with a
jump ring

7. Space out the looped beads on your
length of chain.

Connect each one to the chain using a
jump ring.

If you want to make your toggle and bar part of the feature
(as our example image below) we suggest attaching your
shell spike and freshwater pearl charm with a jump ring to
the jump ring that connects the toggle to the chain.

If you prefer to have your toggle and bar at
the back (to be worn at the back of the
neck), space out your 6 looped beads
along the length of chain starting with the
longest in the middle and the shortest at the
top.

Notes:
Difficulty level – medium
Time to complete – 1.5 to 2 hours
For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please have
a look at our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.
Please check out and subscribe to our YouTube channel:
Make Jewellery with Nadia Minkoff London
*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in the UK so if we
run out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within the same colour and theme.
There will always be enough to complete your creation.
When making your jewellery please be aware that there will be small parts that need to be carefully disposed of. Please
be careful of this if you have small children nearby.

